We prove that the p-modulus of the foliation is conformal invariant. We study the problem of existing of the extremal form for a foliaton on Riemannian manifold. We also compute the value of p-modulus and the extremal form for fc-dimensional foliation given by a submersion.
Introduction
The idea of modulus is directly connected with the concept of extremal length of curves in R 2 introduced by Beurling and Ahlfors [AhBe] in the beginning of 50-ties. In 1957 Fuglede generalized this notion to the modulus of fc-dimensional surface families in R n . It was very usefull tool in the theory of conformal and quasiconformal maps, extremely popular in 60-ties and 70-ties.
Using a geometric characterization Suominen [Su] extended the modulus to the case of an arbitrary differential Riemannian manifold, and in 1979 Krivov [Kr] defined generalized p-modulus for a family of fc-forms.
The modulus of a foliation, introduced by the author in [Bl] , connects Fuglede's and Krivov's ideas. We used the fact that the foliation of Riemannian manifold may be defined as a family of surfaces or by a family of forms. The modulus of the foliation is just a modulus in the Krivov's sence of the family of forms characteristic for the foliation. For these forms, by Hodge star, arises the family of dual forms. Both these classes seem to characterize pairs of foliations orthogonal to each other, but this is an open problem yet.
In this paper we prove, that the p-modulus of the foliation is conformal invariant. We study the problem of existing of the extremal form for a foliaton on Riemannian manifold. We also compute the value of p-modulus and find the extremal form for fc-dimensional foliation given by a submersion.
Sets Py = <j)~L(BT x {j/}), y E BFA are called plaques, and Sx = </>-\{x} x Bft,), x G Bt -transversals of the foliated chart.
If M admits an atlas U = {([UQ, <f>a)}aeA foliated charts and for each a € A and each x 6 M Lx fl UA is a union of plaques, then U is said to be a foliated atlas associated to T.
DEFINITION 2.2. A foliated atlas U = {(Ua,<pa)}ae^
is said to be regular if 1. for each a E A, Ua is a compact subset of a foliated chart (Wa, tpa) € U and (f>a ~ ipa\uai 2. the cover {Ua}aeA is locally finite, 3. if (Ua, (j>a) and (Up, 4>p) belong to U, each plaque from UQ meets at most one plaque in Up.
In [CaCo] one can find that for every foliated manifold (M,F) there exists a regular foliated atlas associated with T.
Moreover, if U -{(Ua, <f>a)}aeA is a regular atlas on M, then the map
has the form 
w&aam(C)
If there exists an admissible form u> such that ||OJ|| = mod p (M, C) we call it an extremal form for C and denote by loo(C). If C = T we have a modulus of a foliation T.
The modulus has some usefull properties [Bl] :
1. it is monotone and countable subadditive, i.e. 
Integrability of forms
In this paper we will need the following version of the Fubini theorem:
THEOREM 2.6 ( [Pi] Proof. Let U = {Í7¿}¿ej be a locally finite cover of M and let x 6 £/¿0 for some io € T. Let us denote by e\,..., e n an orthonormal basis of smooth vector fields in Í7¿0, such as for every 16 Ui0 ei(x),..., efc(x) is a positively oriented basis of T X T. Consider a /c-form Then u> = (ipsu) and, using (2.1), we obtain that for any s
Lnu.
LriU,
what completes the proof.
• We will show that
Let uj be an admissible A:-form for Ti. Then locally
and is almost everywhere on M\ positively defined. Since u> e hp(M2) we have
Moreover, because / preserves the foliation and u> is admissible for T<i, for almost every Le Ji the relation
holds and consequently f*uj € adm{T\).
Analogously we can prove that adm^i) € f*{adm(J r 2)) and the equality (3.1) holds. Now, applying the Krivov's theorem, mentioned above, to families adm (Ti) and adm(Ti) we obtain
• From Theorem 3.1 it follows immediately COROLLARY 3.2. For p = n/k p-modulus of foliation is a conformal invariant.
The modulus of a foliation given by a submersion
Now we are going to find an extremal form and calculate a, value of modulus of foliation in a special case.
THEOREM 3.3. If a foliation F on M is given by a submersion f with connected levels then
is an p-extremal form for T.
Proof. Let T be a foliation on M defined by a submersion with connected levels and let u 6 adm{T).
where L x is the leaf of T passing through the point x.
According to the Fubini theorem we have
By admissibility of u) and by Lemma 2.7 for almost every x € M it holds (! M*WJ) P >1. L x Using the Holder inequality we obtain
and consequently
f{M) L x
On the other hand the fc-form
on M is admissible for T. Indeed, ojq is almost everywhere positively defined (f is the submersion, so its Jacobian J/(x) is everywhere positive) and for 
what means that u>o 6 Lp(M) and
The last inequality together with (3.1) completes the proof.
• As a simple consequence of the above theorem let us note the following result. 
Extremal forms
Let (M, T) be an n-dimensional oriented foliated Riemannian manifold and dim J 7 -k.
LEMMA 3.5. For each almost everywhere positively defined k-form ujELp(M) the function f: M -• R given by IH j U

Lx is measurable on M.
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Proof. Let U = {(U A , (J> a )}aeA be a regular atlas of (M, J 7 ). Let (UQ, 4>O) € U. For each x EUO we will denote by:
C(x,r) -a chain {Po,..., P r } with the beginning at x such that Po € Let U> € LP(M) be a continuous fc-form defined in UQ by We are going to prove that the real function f M defined on M by
is measurable for any m € N. For this purpose we will show that for each t 6 R the set AT = {x; 
Then for every y € D the set B M (y) crosses all domains of charts containing plaques from B M (x) and consequently P M (x) < P M (y).
Let y € D. Consider suitable plaques P¿ € B(x,M) and QI G B(y,m) contained in (UI, 4>I) for some 0 < i < r. Prom the regularity oí LI and monotone continuity of ui on í/¿ it follows that for every e\ > 0 there exists <$i > 0 such that if \<f>I2(PI) -4>Í2(QÍ)\ < Si then for each z € <f>N(Ui) the inequality (Pi) Now consider two pairs (Pi, Qi) , (Pj, Qj) for some 0 < i,j < r of suitable plaques Pi,Pj € B(x,m) and Qi,Qj € B(y,m) contained in domains of (Ui, <pi), (Uj, (pj) , respectively, and such that Pi D Pj ^ 0 and Qi fl Qj ^ 0. Since U is regular then for every > 0 there exists 62 > 0 such that Indeed, for every e > 0 we can take = 2^l(Ui)) and e 2 = 4supc/ ' nc/ , • Then there exist <$1, S 2 > 0 such that inequalities (3.3) and (3.4) hold.
One can show that analogous inequality holds for every finite number r € N of pairs (Pi, Qi) 
where Qi € Pm(y) are suitable plaques to Pi 6 Pm(x) for i = 1,..., s.
Since u> is almost everywhere positively defined we have
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then the function / : M -• R defined by x \ Li u is measurable on M as the limit of the sequence (f m )men °f measurable functions. Now let u> € Lp(M). The set of all continuous forms is dense in L£(M), so there exists a sequence (u> n ) n€ N of continuous forms convergent to u. Since all functions x \ L ui n are measurable on M we obtain that the function / : M R defined by
is also measurable on M.
• In last two theorems we describe some properties of an extremal form. Since wo is admissible for C then the form u> is almost everywhere on M positively defined and for almost all leaves L £ £\B we have is a permutation of (n,..., i k ,j u ..., j n -k ).
By continuity of oj, choosing U smaller, if necessary, we can assume that the condition (3.5) holds in whole U. Since Xi,..., X n -k € TT then for every x €U we have 
